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Driving To Cleveland For Cheaper Airfares No Longer Necessary 

 
Our latest Expedia.com airfare survey, of “next day” weekday travel on East-West flights, shows 
Pittsburgh International Airport has really jumped into the game. 
 
    Airfares for Selected Cities 
 

  Destination         Affordability 

Origination SFO   DEN  LAX   CHI   PHX  HOU  DTT 
  
TOTAL AVG Ranking 

PIT $472 503 666 230 1538 540 733 4682 $669 4 
BWI 973 1216 850 386 455 486 730 5096 728 6 
CLE 580 1527 751 195 677 659 497 4886 698 5 
EWR 533 412 531 195 1844 644 497 4656 665 3 
BOS 500 482 465 448 262 488 1227 3872 553 2 
MIA 720 1463 760 509 511 1103 911 5977 854 7 
PHL 418 405 508 268 637 656 926 3818 545 1 
AVG               $599 858 647 319 846 654 789 4712 $673  
PIT variance from  
AVG -21% -41% +3% -28% +82% -17% -7%    
 
Airfares Source: EXPEDIA.COM Website 02/12/2001 
Airfares were best available for flights originating on 2/13/02 with a return on 2/15            
 
The table shows PIT’s airfares to all but two destinations--Los Angeles (LAX) and Phoenix 
(PHX)--are significantly below the average for the seven origination cities.  While PIT did not 
have the lowest airfare to any destination, it had competitive fares for  all destinations except 
Phoenix. Recent developments and trends in the airline industry are clearly benefiting Pittsburgh 
travelers in terms of airfares available for many key destinations. 
 
The main factors are the shifts in the supply-demand balance and the ongoing inroads by low cost 
carriers.  Obviously, the effects of the acts of terrorists on September 11, 2001 continue to 
severely dampen air travel demand.  A recent survey showed that 44% of Americans remain too 
afraid to fly.  Business travel has suffered a double whammy from the reduction in travel for 
safety reasons and because of the recession.  Uncertainty, security hassles, and isolated but well 
publicized incidents of travel disruptions have reduced passenger counts well below 2000 levels.   
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Added to this is the extended price competition by discount air carriers at a growing number of 
domestic airports, creating an ongoing, significant effect on airfares.  Along routes contested by 
discount airlines, prices are subject to quite dramatic declines.  Airfares will continue under 
downward pressure for the foreseeable future, rather than rebound as has been suggested by 
some.  Indeed, after an extended period of lower fares, airlines might face enormous consumer 
resistance to efforts to push fares back up.  
 
A clear, specific example is Boston Logan (BOS) which, when last surveyed, was nowhere near 
the top price performer in the marketplace. BOS is now the second most affordable place from 
which to fly to the selected destinations.  Last year we predicted that Boston would soon 
experience lower airfares, thanks to the presence of the greatest “predator” in aviation history—
Southwest Airlines—building market share at nearby Providence and Manchester, NH airports.  
Indeed, a significant drop in airfares has occurred. In the sample of cities we selected, the current 
“market leader” in terms of low fares is Philadelphia (PHL), where airfares continue their decline 
thanks to the presence of AirTran and American Trans Air (ATA). 
 
Perhaps most amazing is the change from the climate less than a year ago, when state and 
national politicians were clamoring for a “Passengers’ Bill of Rights” and were insisting that only 
re-regulation would guarantee affordable air travel and the availability of service in small and 
mid-sized air travel markets.  We are unaware of any city (except  Reagan National) served by the 
major airlines prior to September 11, 2001 that has lost service.  Moreover, the cost of air travel is 
steadily declining, even as major airlines struggle to right size themselves in the face of a 
traumatic decline in demand.  This is the product of increasing efficiencies that the most 
aggressive competitors pass along to their customers, thus reducing air travel to a commodity 
subject to the anvil of the marketplace. 
 
The good news is that the market and competition work; and, a free market works much more 
rapidly, efficiently and effectively than those brilliant minds in places such as Washington, DC 
who last summer were clamoring for the heads of most of those running our airlines. A sharp 
decline in demand has produced a significant drop in average fares exactly as basic economics 
predicts.  Increases in low cost supply had already induced  a decline in fare structures before 
September 11.  Until demand rebounds markedly or further substantial reductions in supply are 
forthcoming, downward pressures on fares will continue.   
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Or if you rather, send us their information and we will add them to the list of subscribers.   
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